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Airline passenger numbers are growing by 
3-5% every year (IATA)

Passenger numbers will double in the 
next 20 years (IATA)

74% of passengers read inflight 

magazines (Kantar TGI)

Travel media has the most affluent  
readership of any of the world’s media  

(Gfk MRI)

Travellers are 50% more engaged  
reading inflight than when on the ground  
(Ink: A Flight to Remember)

Inflight media is always inspiring 
and positive

Travel media reaches real people 

without being a digital distraction 

All travel media is targeted

Ink is the largest travel media company  

in the world. We make unrivalled 
award-winning content 

Why travel media?
As more people take more journeys so travel media is growing stronger and more 
influential. easyJet Traveller is unique in today’s advertising environment, not only 
because of its increasing audience, but also because we have a deep understanding 
of who is travelling, as well as where and when. Passengers love us for always being 
positive, aspirational and inspiring.

Did you know?



100m  
passengers a year

Up 10%  

year-on-year

44%  
increase in business traffic over the last 4 years

300m  
people live within an hour of an easyJet airport

Why easyJet?
easyJet expects to fly 100m passengers this year on 1,055 routes across 37 countries, 
making it officially the UK’s largest airline and the second largest in the world by 
international passengers.

In numbers 

Wow! 

£12bn  
spent on cosmetics every year

1 in 3  
of all luxury watches are bought by easyjet 
passengers

£67.2bn  
spent on alcohol in 12 months

£28.3bn  
spent on hotels every year



THIS SWISS-ENGINEERED 
SOUND BOX FROM GENEVA 
LAB IS A LITTLE MARVEL

“ YOUR EARS 
WILL THANK YOU ” 

COVE T T H I S

Do touch that 
dial

WHEN YOU WANT something 
done properly, do it yourself – or 
ask someone Swiss. For ten years, 
Geneva Lab has made some of 
the finest ‘single-box’ audio 
systems in the world, and is one 
of only a handful of hi-fi maestros 
to still design every one of its 
gadgets’ components in-house. 

This new Touring model – which  
is hewn from aluminium, with a 
leather finish, and looks like the 
sort of thing Steve McQueen 
would take on holiday – is a 
super-classy speaker and DAB 
digital radio, available in six 
colours and small, medium and 
large sizes (this small one starts 
from 199CHF). No more putting 
iPhones in mugs – get one of 
these and your ears will thank you. 
ch.genevalab.com
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Among Europe’s highest earners  
its readership is up 10%  

year-on-year and has grown an 
incredible 62% since 2007*.

s she wheels through hazy 
late-afternoon heat in Madrid’s 
meandering Río park, Valeria 
Kechichian aims a broad, 
companionable smile at  
a passing girl on a plastic 

skateboard. “Did you see?” says Kechichian 
eagerly, turning to the rest of the group after this 
stranger passes. “She had skater’s knees. She 

was totally bleeding.” If anyone is able to 
diagnose this specific and somewhat grisly 
ailment then it’s this 37-year-old Argentinian 
longboarder and action-sports revolutionary. 

In just seven years, Kechichian has turned 
Longboard Girls Crew – which she co-founded 
as a loose collective of women cruising the 
streets of the Spanish capital – into a bona fide 
global phenomenon. With sub-groups in more 
than 80 countries, LGC has deployed slickly 
edited viral videos (its two biggest YouTube  
hits have nearly three million views each), along 
with continent-hopping meet-ups and a healthy 
dollop of fearless female attitude to upend 
skateboarding’s male-dominated status  
quo. They’ve been featured on ESPN and 

MADRID’S LONGBOARD GIRLS CREW 

ARE FAST, FREEWHEELING AND 

LEADING A FEMINIST REVOLUTION, 

SAYS JIMI FAMUREWA

A

REAL PEOPLE, AMAZING PLACES, TRAVEL TO WRITE HOME ABOUT

“I don’t
stop 
for much”

The Stories
THE NEW NOMA P42  CHEFS GONE WILD P46  LIFE AFTER SMURF? P67  ICELANDIC BATHERS P76
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here are two types of men who 
work here. Those with really 
massive beards and those who 
wish they had really massive 
beards,” confides Andreas 
Pedersen, the tattoo-adorned  

and far from follically challenged beer sommelier 
at new Copenhagen restaurant Barr. His 
throwdown feels like the modern-day equivalent 
of a Viking eyeing up a rival’s longboat. But it’s 
not just sizeable face fuzz that’s needed to carve 
out a new venture on this tough patch – you need 
some pretty big cojones, too. 

Home for the last 15 years to one of the most 
game-changing restaurants of the noughties, the 
famous canalside building fell empty when ‘new 
Nordic’ pioneer Noma packed up its smears, 
foams and Tupperware boxes full of ants and 
moved into new, bigger quarters. But it’s not a 
property that every chef would want to inhabit. 

“I didn’t think it was that big a deal,” says 
Barr’s head chef, Thorsten Schmidt, eyes 
twinkling, “until a friend said it was like taking 
over the Vatican.” An explosion of laughter 
rumbles through his white chef’s jacket. 

Food critics have been inking up their poison 
pens to compare Barr to its four-times World’s 
Best Restaurant predecessor, but two months 
into service Schmidt insists he hasn’t yet felt “the 
fear”. This may have something to do with the 
fact that long-time pal and Noma chieftain René 
Redzepi remains on board as a co-owner, though 
if Schmidt’s track record is anything to go by, 
self-doubt has never featured much in his genetic 
make-up. Take the Nasa-approved meals he 
created for Denmark’s only astronaut (“I didn’t 

SOUND THE KLAXON: NOMA HAS LEFT THE BUILDING. 

SARAH NEISH MEETS THE BRAVE NEW GANG MOVING 

INTO RENÉ REDZEPI’S OLD DIGS

PHOTOGRAPHS CHRIS TONNESEN 

“It’s like 
taking 
over the 
Vatican”

T

even know we had one”) to eat up in space, or the 
ambitious wedding breakfast he rustled up for 
the Danish royal family nuptials. 

Tempting as it might have been to play it safe 
in this altar of gastronomy, Schmidt has already 
rocked the boat by throwing fine dining out the 
window in favour of cooking with beer and… 
erm… Marmite. But, while the protected 
17th-century building, once an old maritime 
warehouse, is all original beams and weatherworn 
brick, there’s a distinctly modern vibe inside. 

Watching the charismatic team prepare for 
dinner service here is like witnessing a rock 
band psyching themselves up to go on stage. 
Young, inked staff blast a deafening playlist  
that leaps from Rihanna and Beyoncé to Savage 
Garden, Oasis and even heavy-metal band Lamb  
of God as they polish knives and glasses ready 
for the evening rush. Somewhere out back, an  
actual drum kit is being pounded like someone is 
preparing for battle, cymbals ringing out as the 
chefs fire up the ovens. The whole place throbs 
with an infectious energy. 

Barr’s thing is cold-climate cooking, based 
around the North Sea beer belt: that’s any 
country touching the North Sea which has 
traditionally brewed beer, including Denmark of 
course, but also Norway, Ireland, Holland, 
Belgium and Great Britain. It’s all about 
down-to-earth grub that your ancestors would 

have scoffed (with a sprinkle of 21st-century 
pizazz), and is nothing like running the kind of 
gourmet gauntlet where you dine in fear of 
splatting a €70 drop of Marsala sauce down your 
front. Mains here start from just 145DKK (€19), 
so you can splat away to your heart’s content. 

Unsurprisingly, given the origins of the 
restaurant’s name – the word ‘barr’ is old Norse 
for barley – the beer is absolute king here. Which 
makes Pedersen, 30, owner of a colossal 
straw-coloured beard, basically the royal 
adviser. While the restaurant offers 20 

NOMA NO MORE
Clockwise from top left, 
bone marrow with 
berries, stems and 
parsley; head chef 
Thorsten Schmidt knows 
how to warm you up; 
staff prepare for dinner 
service; vanilla ice cream 
with pine oil centre and 
blackberries
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The Knowledge       1 0 9Share the love
Visited a great bar? Cocktail blow you away?  
Tell the world #ejtheknowledge

We’ve hit up 

the best bloggers and Instagram 
stars in our destinations for their 
hot tips. 

5 HIP, HEALTHY 
RESTAURANTS 

IN 
 LISBON 

3 MACABRE 
MUSEUMS 

IN 
 VIENNA 

1/ A CEVICHERIA
Get lost in Peruvian 
flavours with the best 
ceviche in town.

129 Rua Dom Pedro V
Area: Príncipe Real

2/ AO VEGAN 26 FOOD 
PROJECT
Head here for a saintly 
and meat-free meal. 
Try cogumelos à bulhão 
pato, a tasty vegan take 
on a local oyster dish.
26 Rua Vítor Cordon
Area: Chiado

3/ FRUTARIA
On top of toast, popped 
onto porridge, and 
blitzed up in smoothies, 
come here to get your  
fruit fix.  
269 Rua dos Fanqueiros
Area: Rossio

4/ JARDIM DOS SENTIDOS
Refuel with good-for-you 
fast-food dishes from 
South America and Asia, 
such as yellow curry with 
rice noodles.  
3 Rua da Mãe de Água
Area: Barrio Alto

5/ GO NATURAL
Eaten too many custard 
tarts? Get back on track 
with sushi and salads. 
85 Avenida 5 de Outubro
Area: Avenidas Novas

8 PLACES TO 
FEEL FESTIVE 

IN 
 MANCHESTER 

City insider

1/ KRIMINALMUSEUM
Creepy skulls, rusty axes 
and bloodstained gloves 
pay tribute to Vienna’s 
nefarious history. 
24 Grosse Sperlgasse
U-Bahn: Taborstrasse

2/ FUNERAL MUSEUM
Explore the Viennese 
fascination with a schöne 
Leich (‘beautiful corpse’). 
234 Simmeringer 
Hauptstrasse
S-Bahn: Zentralfriedhof 

3/ JOSEPHINUM 
Examine eerily real wax 
anatomical models from 
the 1700s, some of which 
look weirdly beautiful.
25 Währinger Strasse  
S-Bahn: Sensengasse

1/ CHRISTMAS MARKETS
Mulled wine, holiday 
decorations and boozy 
hot chocs to get you in a 
jolly mood. Manchester’s 
sprawling fair gets bigger 
and better every year. Top 
tip: go during the week to 
avoid huge crowds. Until 
20 December. 
St Ann’s Square, Albert 
Square, Cathedral 
Gardens – and all over!
Area: throughout the city

2/ GRAND PACIFIC 
Christmas roast dinners 
are on the festive menu 
here – and it’s hard not 
to feel Christmassy when 
you’re eating turkey 
with all the trimmings 
in one of the city’s most 
beautiful restaurants. 
50 Spring Gardens
Area: Retail District

Be sure to pop inside, 
where there are plenty of 
independent Christmas 
gift stalls to peruse. 
Albert Square
Area: Retail District

6/ SELFRIDGES & CO
Manchester is home 
to two of the only four 
Selfridges in the world. 
This heritage British 
department store is 
the ideal place to get 
your gifts, plus their 
extravagant window 
displays will make even 
the biggest Scrooge feel 
in the festive mood.
1 Exchange Square 
Central and The  
Trafford Centre
Areas: Retail District  
and Trafford Park

7/ THE LOWRY 
Hands up if your favourite 
Christmas film is Elf (we’re 
all friends here, you don’t 
have to pretend you’re 
into It’s a Wonderful Life). 
This art gallery/theatre 
is putting on Elf - The 
Musical until 14 January, 
so you can feel like a big 
kid for a few hours. 
The Lowry
Area: Salford Quays

8/ MANCHESTER ICE RINK
Wrap up warm and 
breathe in the wintry 
atmosphere as you skate 
outdoors at this pop-up 
ice rink until 23 December, 
with plenty of Christmas 
tunes pumping out to get 
you in the festive spirit. 
First Street
Area: between 
Deansgate and Oxford 
Road stations

1/ CALO DES MORÓ
Prepare to push through 
vegetation to access this 
secluded bijou gem. 
Town: Sant Antoni de 
Portmany

2/ PLAYA ES CARAGOL
Bone-white sand, 
crystal-clear water and 
mercifully few buildings, 
just a brief hike from  
the lighthouse.
Town: Cabo de Ses 
Salines

3/ EL TRENC
Inviting shallow water 
makes for some perfect 
paddling at this tucked-
away slice of turquoise 
paradise. Bliss.
Town: Campos

3 SECRET 
BEACHES IN 
SOUTHERN
 MAJORCA 

3/ THE OAST HOUSE 
TEEPEE 
Have a mulled wine or 
three at the Oast House 
bar which, every winter, 
becomes home to a huge 
teepee tent, decked out 
in fairy lights, faux fur 
and open fires (pictured). 
The Avenue Courtyard
Area: Spinningfields

4/ BARN//IT HAIR AND 
BEAUTY SALON 
The perfect place for 
a pre-Christmas party 
pamper. Not only can 
you get your hair, nails 

and makeup done all in 
the same place, but you 
can also get a cocktail 
at the in-house bar, too. 
Just don’t get so merry 
you can’t make it to your 
holiday bash. 
34 John Dalton Street
Area: Retail District

5/ THE TOWN HALL
If you want to know 
where Santa hangs out 
when he’s not delivering 
presents, head here, 
where a colossal light-
up St Nick sits pride 
of place on the roof. W
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@anaisagoncalves blogs 
about food and fitness 
in Lisbon at Running  

for Pancakes She says

The Knowledge           1 0 91 0 8        The Knowledge  

NEED TO 

KNOW
Lisbon has a great 

network of buses and 

trams. If you’re taking 

several a day, invest in a 

€6.15 day pass for 24 

hours of unlimited 

travel.

City insider
Lily Kitten shares 
her passion for her 
hometown on her  

blog. @LilyKitten1She says

16. Savour 
a slice in Rome 

THE COLOSSEUM CAN WAIT. ITALY’S ANNUAL 
LIST OF THE COUNTRY’S BEST PIZZERIAS 
HAS DROPPED. HERE’S WHERE TO CHOW 
DOWN ON SOME OF ROME’S FINEST CRUSTS...

A) La Gatta Mangiona  
Via Federico Ozanam
A cat-themed pizzeria? 
Go on then. Locals rave 
about the dough at this 
Trastevere bolthole.There 
are daily specials, but if 
the one with zucchini 
flowers is on the menu, 
go for it.

C) Sforno
Via Statilio Ottato
Persevere in this less-
than-pretty suburban 
district to tuck into the 
famous cacio e pepe 
pizza at this joint. It’s 
covered in olive oil, 
pecorino cheese and 
black pepper – heaven.

E) Panificio Bonci
Via Trionfale 
This buy-by-the-slice 
spot is perfect if you 
want to try loads of 
different toppings. Just 
point and they’ll be 
cut and weighed for 
payment. Prepare to 
beast out on carbs.

B) Pro Loco Pinciano
Via Bergamo
Thin, crispy and mega 
delicious, pizzas here 
are made with organic 
flour, which helps with 
digestion, and served a 
little charred. Prepare for 
gooey puddles of fresh 
buffalo mozzarella.

D) Tonda
Via Valle Corteno
The one for more ‘out 
there’ flavours. Try the 
broccoli and sausage, 
Stilton cheese and port 
reduction or hummus, 
baba ganoush, sesame, 
and mint. It’s a party in 
your mouth. 
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Who
could
live in a
town this
blue?

Th e Stories Smurf Village      67

PHOTOGRAPHS BEN ROBERTS

ED CUMMING CHECKS IN 
TO A CARTOON VILLAGE 
IN ANDALUSIA AND MEETS 
ITS UNLIKELY RESIDENTS…

Who
would
live in
a place
like
this?

EJ191_067_Smurf town v6 - JE lg JE.indd   67 16/10/2017   13:01
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1. Get stuck 
into th is

TAPE ART E XHIB I T IO N ,  B ERLI N

TO THE AVERAGE 
person, sticky tape has 
limited (and mainly 

practical) uses: present 
wrapping, repairing the 
TV remote, and the vicious 
but effi cient removal of 
temporary tattoos. When in 
the hands of artists, however, 
it’s so much more. German art 
collective Tape That creates 
mesmerising murals and 
installations using nothing 
but colourful tape – you can 
check out their exhibition 
at Wilmsersdorfer Arcaden 
until 27 December. Makes you 
wonder what masterpieces 
you could create with a 
stapler... or not.
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DON’T GET TOO COMFY. HERE ARE 17 THINGS TO DO ASAP
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Dome swee t 
dome

Dome swee t 
dome

PRICE GUIDE  €€€€ = An absolute bargain     €€€€ = Won’t hurt your wallet     €€€€ = Pushing the boat out     €€€€ = Alert your bank manager

EJ192_072_Hotelslg.indd   72 15/11/2017   09:14
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WHI T EPOD, LE S CERN IERS 
€€€€ 
Fly to Geneva

THESE COSY CONSTRUCTIONS 
are the closest thing you’ll get to 
sleeping in an igloo without the 
worry of losing a toe to frostbite (or 
even breaking a nail). Surrounded 
by snow and looking out across the 
Swiss Alps – which peek through 
an eiderdown of clouds – you get 
all the joy of getting back to nature 
without having to, you know… 
actually camp. The Pods have 
everything you’d get in a normal 
hotel room, including electricity, a 
big ol’ wardrobe, and a luxurious 
bathroom (thank goodness), as 
well as a wood-burning fi re for 
added snugness. Good luck using 
one of those in a real igloo. 
hotels.easyJet.com

SLEEP HERE

WHERE TO SLEEP, EAT AND SHOP WHEN YOU’RE IN THE KNOW

Th e Edit
WHERE TO EAT BERLINERS P77  TOP-RUNG JAPANESE P79  SNEAKER CHIC P86
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Whisky
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PHOTOGRAPHS TIM E WHITE

THE APPENZELL WHISKY TREK IS A ONE OF 
A KIND, LIQUOR-FUELLED ADVENTURE 

THROUGH THE PEAKS OF THE SWISS ALPS. 
MIKE MACEACHERAN DRINKS IT ALL IN

on the rocks

EJ192_062_Appenzell whisky v2 lg.indd   63 14/11/2017   10:59

GET DRUNK ON CHOCOLATE
AT CHOCOLATARIA DAS FLORES

121 Rua das Flores

Think you know good chocolate? 
Think again. Matriarch Isabelle, the 

genius behind this bijou café, used to be a designer, 
but after losing her job she pursued her dream of 
becoming a master chocolatier. She deftly blends Port 
with Belgian cocoa, then studs it with fresh fruit and 
nut garnishes to make the richest, sweetest, tipsy-
making treats you ever did try. 

14. Find foodie 
heave n 
in Porto 
PULL ON SOME ELASTICATED SLACKS 
FOR A STROLL DOWN RUA DAS FLORAS, 
A FOOD LOVER’S FANTASY

SAVOUR THIS The ultimate Port-wine hot chocolate. Her 
secret? “We add more wine than other cafés.”

24           Th e List
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 TART YOURSELF UP
AT NATA LISBOA

291 Rua das Flores

Custard tarts are 10 a cent in 
Portugal, so what makes the 
gooey cups of joy here better than 

anywhere else? Maybe it’s because they’re always 
piping hot – 48 baked every half-hour. Even holidaying 
Lisbonites confess that these Porto pastries are king. 
If you aren’t impressed by the pastel de nata you scoff 
here, you eat for free. 

DINE IN STYLE 
AT CANTINA 32

32 Rua das Flores

Cantina 32 might be dismissed as 
a hipster hangout, were it not so 
soulful. Grab a selfi e in the vast, 

concrete expanse of the main dining room, where 
industrial lamps light up tongue-in-cheek Victorian 
portraits hanging on the walls, then tuck in to some 
wholesome cooking with fi ne-dining fl air down in the 
aromatic old perfumers’ studio.

“I love modern 
industrial design, 
accented with little 
hints of old Portugal” 
Inês Mendonça, co-owner, Cantina 32

ORDER THIS The banana cheesecake, served as an 
uncannily real-looking pot plant. The soil is Oreos. Yay. 

GUZZLE THIS Do we really need to say? OK, we’ll give you 
one clue – and it rhymes with ‘mustard cart.’

Th e List         2 5
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he recording session with 
Madonna producer Peer 
Åström was supposed to start at 
10am,” says Kostas Kalimeris, 
owner of the prestigious Black 
Rock Studios on the Greek 

isle of Santorini. “To the engineer’s horror, we 
realised at 8.30am that the computer’s R AM had 
completely broken down. Such a huge client and 
no operating computer. It just wasn’t an option.”

Locating the new computer memory was the 
easy bit for Kalimeris, who just happened to be 
in Athens that morning. However, getting the 
replacement part back to Santorini wasn’t quite 
so straightforward. “I had to ring a pilot friend,” 
he admits. “In the end, I was allowed onto the 

T

SOUND WAVES
Clockwise from far left: 
Writer’s block? A quick 
plunge into Black Rock’s 
lush swimming pool 
could inspire the sound of 
next summer; one of the 
studios where the magic 
happens; Justin Bieber 
recording his 2015 album 
here; Black Rock owner 
(and top pilot blagger) 
Kostas Kalimeris gives us 
his best ‘blue steel’

Black 
rockin’ 
beats 

actually delaying the construction of one of the 
building’s main walls until it was safely in place. 
A medley of acoustic, electric and bass guitars 
rub shoulders with 13 microphone types and 
countless amps awaiting superstar clients.

Kalimeris, 51, has always lived and breathed 
music. “In school, I was in a rock band,” he says, 
taking a long sip from his coffee. “We did Deep 
Purple covers, but I wasn’t a very good guitarist, 
so I decided to become a sound engineer.” He 
began working in his first recording studio at 17, 
and since then has worked on over 300 albums 
and consulted on the Greek version of TV 
talent show The Voice. When Black Rock first 
opened its doors in 2009, it was Led Zeppelin 
and Aerosmith producer Kevin Shirley who 

PHOTOGRAPHS LENA KONSTANTAKOU

airport runway to hand deliver the new R AM 
personally to another pilot who was about to take 
off for Santorini.” 

For all its remoteness, or perhaps because 
of it, in recent years Black Rock has become 
the studio of choice for a bevy of chart-topping 
international stars. The Bieber himself has 
visited for the past two years in a row and 
recorded parts of his 2015 album, Purpose, 
here. On the other end of the musical scale, 
Iron Maiden’s Steve Harris and British rockers 
Bring Me the Horizon are regular clients, while 
blues icon Joe Bonamassa even named one of 
his albums after the studio. One Republic also 
dropped by to record their album Native in 
2012. “Just hearing them record their megahit 
Counting Stars, I knew it was going to be huge. 
The track has now clocked up almost two billion 
YouTube views,” enthuses Kalimeris proudly. 

Setting foot inside Black Rock, you can sense 
it’s a special place. Built near the lighthouse on 
the south-west tip of the island, not far from 
Akrotiri village, the villa that houses the state-
of-the-art studio is surrounded by sparkling 
turquoise Aegean Sea, with impressive views 
out over Santorini’s caldera and dramatic, 
plummeting black cliffs. 

Inside, soundproofing means not a peep can 
be heard from the raging winds outside. “It’s 
easier for musicians to focus on their work here,” 
says Kalimeris, gesturing to the gleaming awards 
lining the walls, including one for One Republic’s 
eight million sales of Native. 

Black Rock has all the intimidating gadgets 
you’d expect from a world-class recording 
facility. Squeezing in its gigantic, 80 channel 
SSL mixing desk proved a near-impossible task, 

BLACK ROCK STUDIOS, IN SANTORINI, IS  

A MUSICAL HIDEAWAY FOR PLATINUM-SELLING 

ARTISTS TO RECORD THEIR BIGGEST HITS IN  

PEACE. VAS PANAGIOTOPOULOS VISITS

>

“

4 2           The Stories Black Rock Studios

easyJet Traveller magazine
easyJet Traveller is the travel industry’s leading customer magazine (winner of Best 
Customer Magazine at the Travel Media Awards 2018). With its insider knowledge, 
stunning photography and design, easyJet Traveller is a manual for the smart 
traveller. The title is loved by families, holidaymakers, affluent second-home owners, 
those visiting relatives and friends abroad and, of course, the airline’s growing 
number of savvy business passengers.



Who flies with easyJet?
More people every year, especially affluent travellers… 
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Passenger numbers have been rising since 2008

easyJet is now the 
first-choice airline 
for the get-up-go 

generation

Female 

52%
Male 

48%
Gender

Married 

64%
Single 

36%
Marital status

AB

41%
ABC1 

74%
Social grade

18-24

16%
35-44

16%
55-64

16%

25-34

19%
45-54

16%
65+

17%

Age



 

78% 

IS THE PERCENTAGE OF 
EASYJET PASSENGERS WHO 

READ THE MAGAZINE

89% 

LOOK FOR TOURISM 
ADVERTISING IN THE 

MAGAZINE

14% 

VISITED A COMPANY'S  
WEBSITE AFTER SEEING IT  

IN THE MAGAZINE

35% 

WILL CHANGE THEIR  
CAR WITHIN THE NEXT  

12 MONTHS

119% 

IS HOW MUCH MORE LIKELY THEY ARE 
TO BE ‘C-SUITE’ THAN THE AVERAGE 

AIRLINE PASSENGER

29% 
PLAN TO START A BUSINESS OR 
MAKE ANOTHER SIGNIFICANT 

FINANCIAL INVESTMENT

63% 

HAVE ACTED ON 
ADVERTISING SEEN IN  

THE MAGAZINE

28% 

ARE IN SENIOR MANAGEMENT 
POSITIONS (CEO, CHAIRMAN, 
COMPANY HEAD, DIRECTOR)

The numbers
All you need to know about our readers…
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SOUND THAT CONNECTS

Smart audio solutions
for every room all over the world.

europe.yamaha.com

No.865112 Yamaha 1pp.indd   1 09/11/2017   09:24

SHOP ONLINE: SPECIAL PROMO -10%
Receive this discount until 31   December 2017 if you buy online by using this promo code: BOGGIEJ17
It cannot be accumulated with other promo codes.

st

MADE IN
boggi.com

No.834112 Boggi 1pp.indd   1 06/02/2017   15:17

masierogroup.com

RAQAM
design by Marc Sadler

No.835043 Masiero 1pp.indd   1 10/05/2017   16:52

As a dedicated mobile bank, we 
go wherever the world takes you. 
From the minute you step off the 
plane, FerratumBank is your banking 
passport to the world.

ferratumbank.com

Open a free account now and
start saving while travelling.

IT’S A GREAT BIG
WORLD OUT THERE. 
GO EXPLORE.

Advertise inside
Nothing beats the impact of print advertising to a captive audience…

light

global warrantydurable
fun & fashionable

cabin size
approved!

light

global warrantydurable
fun & fashionable

cabin sizecabin sizecabin size

*  Offer valid with a minimum spend of €69

15% OFF on all American Tourister cabin luggage*

Go to www.americantourister.eu & enter the code: inflight17E
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approved!

 on all American Tourister cabin luggage*

 HEROLITE SUMMER VOYAGER
 BON AIR  SKYTRACER

Samsonite inflight ad Soundbox Lime EASYJET 190x250.indd   1 7/04/17   16:47

Call us today to find out 
how we can help you  

meet your goals in 2020!
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YOUR GUIDE TO
Basel – the pocket-size metropolis where beautiful moments are guaranteed

Wherever your travels may take you, there is 
plenty to do to get the best out of your trip

SECRET GARDEN  
In the heart of the Kleinbasel 

district, in the immediate 
vicinity of the Rhine and the 

old town, the Hotel Wettstein 
and its idyllic gardens offer a 

pleasant retreat, tucked away 
from the hustle and  

bustle of the city. 
hotelwettstein.ch

BEAUTIFUL GRUYÈRES 
Gruyères Hotels are ideal 
bases from which to discover 
the wonders of the medieval 
town of Gruyères. Hotel 
guests won’t have to travel 
far to enjoy the picturesque 
Lake Gruyères or the 
area’s charming bars and 
restaurants. 
gruyereshotels.ch

BEAUTIFULLY SIMPLE
The brand new Valsana hotel sits just 
outside the Arosa forest, next to the 

lake. Guests can enjoy the panoramic 
views of the Swiss Alps from a 

hammock on the balcony or from the 
hotel’s top-class spa. 

valsana.ch

SWISS STREETWEAR 
TARZAN specialises in cool 
accessories, and fashions sourced 
from across Europe. It also sells its 
own streetwear collection, which 
is made from organic cotton and 
is available exclusively in TARZAN 
stores. Stores are located in Basel, 
Zürich and Davos.
tarzan.ch

REST AND RELAXATION
The Trois Couronnes Hotel features 
world-class spa facilities as well  
as breathtaking views of the Alps  
and Lake Geneva, making it a great 
place to relax. It also boasts two top-
quality restaurants, one of which is 
Michelin-starred. 
hoteltroiscouronnes.ch

HIT THE CITY
HITrental offers modern vacation 
apartments to rent in Lucerne, Zug and 
Zürich. Each flat is reasonably priced 
and completely furnished, with fully 
equipped kitchens and free internet. 
The apartments are all in central 
locations, so you can stay where  
the action is. 
hitrental.ch

WATCH THIS SPACE
O.ZBINDEN has been selling and 
fixing quality watches since 1930. 
Its boutique can be found around 
the corner from Geneva’s main train 
station on the Rue du Mont-Blanc 
17, and offers a huge choice of well-
known watch and jewellery brands.  
montre-geneve.ch

Discover 
Switzerland

FEAST YOUR EYES
Be it a delicious lunch, a glass 
of wine in the afternoon or an 

elegant dinner at sunset, when 
guests visit restaurant Trois 

Tilleuls, they know to expect 
spectacular fine dining with 

dramatic views over the rolling 
hills of Winterthur.  
trois-tilleuls.ch

FRAGILE BEAUTIES 
The Ariana Museum is a palatial 

setting for one of the world’s finest 
collections of ceramics and glass. 

Built in the 19th century by collector 
Gustave Revilliod, it also features 

paintings, sculptures and other 
forms of applied arts. 

ariana-geneve.ch

FEEL ALIVE
ALIVE is a full service holistic 
wellness centre located in 
the heart of Geneva near 
beautiful Lake Leman. It 
features a vegan café, yoga 
and pilates studio, personal 
training and mind/body health 
consultations. 
alive.swiss

P R O M O T I O N

L U CERNE

W IN T ER T HUR
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High spirits
An award-winning gin distillery opens its doors to share the best Surrey has to offer

P R O M O T I O N

"Inspired by 
the natural 

beauty of the 
Silent Pool"

few things are as quintessentially English as gin, 
and what could be more so than gin crafted in 
a special corner of The Surrey Hills, an Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty within the English 
countryside? Nestled in a quiet little oasis, in  
what was once a cluster of derelict farm  
buildings, a unique distillery is powered by a  
vision and a passion for creating the country's  
best hand-crafted spirits. In an extraordinary 
location on the Duke of Northumberland’s Albury 
Estate – hidden away next to the enchanting Silent 
Pool – a group of friends, drawn by a common love 
for artisan gin, came together to create a new kind 
of distillery with uncompromising quality. 

Built in 2014, and licenced later that year, the 
business has grown at an incredible rate and is 
now an enterprise visited by many who seek to 
experience the sensation that is Silent Pool. But 
fans don't have to travel far to be able to enjoy 
the gin. Distributing the spirit from England to 
Japan, Dubai, Singapore and the United States, 

enthusiasts are able to embrace this distinctive 
spirit worldwide, and the company is only looking 
to continue its growth as the word is spread and 
further countries look to import the gin.

The gin is the result of months of research 
that had to go into extracting exactly the right 
combination of flavours from a romantic mix of 
botanicals, of which there are 24. The distillers  
use a unique four-stage process; maceration, gin 
‘tea’ infusion, basket infusion and rectification to 
make the gin truly special. 

Entirely crafted within the four walls of the 
distillery with meticulous attention to detail; 
no part of the process is out of sight; even the 
bottling takes place a matter of metres from the 
copper still. This labour-intensive process is well 
worth the effort to create a gin of unmistakable 
flavour and quality. Please drink responsibly. 
silentpooldistillers.com

LOOKING FOR A COOL WINTER BREAK? 
WE’VE COLLECTED THE BEST SKIING 
RESORTS, HOTELS AND DESTINATIONS 
EUROPE HAS TO OFFER

2017

P R O M O T I O N

Creative solutions
Want you get your message across? We can help with 
you with that… 

• Promotions
We can create bespoke promotions or composite 
promotions to help you engage with our audience.

• Supplements
We can also design and produce themed supplements 
sponsored by an advertiser and focusing on a specific 
subject such as tourism, drinks or shopping.

• Adverts
We can design and redesign adverts to ensure 
consistent brand recognition.

• Tad
We can offer targeted advertising, placing relevant ads 
on essential travel documents, such as boarding passes 
and email confirmations, as well as on airline websites.

• Other
We have the capacity to do all kinds of other projects, 
including graphics on boarding-pass wallets and seat 
headrests.

Meet the businesses giving back  
to their communities
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Firm friends
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Rates

Issue  Copy deadline             Onboard               

January  4th December              1st January         

February  8th January              1st February           

March  8th February              1st March              

April  8th March              1st April             

May  8th April              1st May                

June  6th May              1st June                

July  8th June              1st July                   

August  8th July              1st August    

September  8th August              1st September       

October  8th September             1st October      

November  7th October              1st November      

December  8th November              1st December      

Production schedule

Per monthly issue

Full page (ROP)   £18,761 / €23,638

Full Page within first 50 pages  £21,565 / €27,171

Full page in a right hand page  £20,355 / €25,647

Inside front cover   £34,284 / €43,197

Inside front spread   £59,392 / €75,211

Front Cover Gatefold   £62,655 / €78,945

Back cover   £44,442 / €55,996

Inside back cover   £28,556 / €35,980

Double-page spread   £34,751 / €43,559

Half-page   £10,770 / €13,570

Inserts   £33,500 / €42,210

Advertorials

One-page advertorial   £20,275 / €24,093

Double-page advertorial   £38,174 / €47,717

Volume discounts

6 issues    15%

12 + issues    30%

Special position                      10%

Various insert and creative initiatives available on request

There are a host of exciting 
themed issues and specials 

planned for 2020. Call us today  
to find out if they’re suited to 

your message!






